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Abstract.
Background: We hypothesize that Alzheimer’s disease (AD)-related pathology may accelerate cognitive decline in patients
with cardiovascular diseases.
Objective: To investigate the association between blood-based biomarkers of AD, astrocyte activation, and neurodegeneration
and cognitive decline.
Methods: From the multi-center Heart-Brain study, we included 412 patients with heart failure, carotid occlusive disease or
vascular cognitive impairment (age:68.6 ± 9.0) and 128 reference participants (65.7 ± 7.5). Baseline amyloid-�42/40 (A�42/40),
phosphorylated-tau181 (pTau181), glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), and neurofilament light (NfL) were determined using
SiMoA (Quanterix). Memory, attention, language, and executive functioning were evaluated (follow-up:2.1 ± 0.3 years). We
applied linear mixed models with terms for biomarker, time and biomarker∗time interactions, adjusted for age, sex, education,
and site, to assess associations between biomarkers and cognitive decline.
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Results: Among patients, A�42/40 was not associated with cognitive performance at baseline. However, lower A�42/40 was
associated with steeper decline in global cognition (� ± SE:0.04 ± 0.02). Higher pTau181 was associated with worse base-
line performance on global cognition (–0.14 ± 0.04) and memory (–0.31 ± 0.09) and with steeper decline in global cognition
(–0.07 ± 0.02), memory (–0.09 ± 0.04), attention (–0.05 ± 0.02), and language (–0.10 ± 0.03). Higher GFAP was associ-
ated with worse baseline performance on global cognition (–0.22 ± 0.05), memory (–0.43 ± 0.10), attention (–0.14 ± 0.06),
language (–0.15 ± 0.05), and executive functioning (–0.15 ± 0.05) and steeper decline in global cognition (–0.05 ± 0.01).
Higher NfL was associated with worse baseline performance on global cognition (–0.16 ± 0.04), memory (–0.28 ± 0.09),
attention (–0.20 ± 0.06), and executive functioning (-0.10 ± 0.04), but was not associated with performance over time. In
reference participants, no associations were found.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that blood-based biomarkers of AD-related pathology predict cognitive decline in patients
with cardiovascular diseases.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) are two of the most common causes of
dementia. Growing evidence suggest a link between
these two diseases. Previous research has shown that
CVD and cerebral small vessel disease (CSVD) are
associated with an increased risk of AD and lower
the threshold at which AD symptoms manifest [1, 2].
Furthermore, both CVD and AD share several com-
mon risk factors, which increases the development
of both diseases, including age, smoking, hyperten-
sion, hypercholesterolemia, diabetes mellitus, and
apolipoprotein E (APOE) �4 carriership [3, 4]. In the
Heart-Brain study, we investigate the heart-brain axis,
underscoring the impact of hemodynamic factors and
(cardio-)vascular diseases on cognitive functioning.
Considering the shared underlying pathology related
to blood flow and its predisposed risk for vascular
brain injury, three patient groups represent examples
of hemodynamic dysfunction at different levels of the
heart-brain axis: heart failure (HF), carotid occlusive
disease (COD) and vascular cognitive impairment
(VCI) [5]. In a previous study, we demonstrated that
patients with COD and HF had a higher prevalence
of cognitive impairment than community dwelling
older adults, noting cognitive impairment in 18% of
HF patients, and 36% of COD patients [6]. Initially,
we hypothesized that cognitive impairment in this
population was induced by chronic cerebral hypop-
erfusion, in HF caused by systematic hypoperfusion
resulted from the low cardiac output, in COD caused
by reduced cerebral blood flow resulting from nar-
rowing of the lumen of the carotid artery, and in VCI
caused by impaired cerebral circulation. Contrary to
our expectation, cerebral blood flow did not explain
differences in cognitive performance in these patients

[7]. With the connection between AD and CSVD in
mind, an alternative explanation could be that AD
contributes to cognitive impairment and cognitive
decline over time in these patients.

The pathological process of AD is thought to begin
two decades before the onset of dementia. Classical
hallmarks of AD pathology include amyloid plaques
and neurofibrillary tangles, neuronal loss, and exces-
sive activation of microglia and astrocytes [8]. In
recent years, major advances have been made in the
field of blood-based biomarkers for identifying AD
related pathology. These biomarkers, including the
ratio of amyloid-beta 42 (A�1–42) and amyloid-beta
40 (A�1–40), phosphorylated tau 181 (pTau181), glial
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), and neurofilament
light chain (NfL) [9–12], facilitate the assessment
of (comorbid) neurodegenerative processes associ-
ated with AD. Specifically, a lower A�42/40 ratio
reflects A� deposition, while higher pTau181 lev-
els reflect the burden of both A� deposition and
tau pathology [11, 13]. Higher GFAP levels reflect
astrocyte activation, which is considered a part of
the neuro-inflammatory response against A� plaques
[14, 15]. Higher NfL levels reflect neuro-axonal dam-
age and the degeneration of large myelinated axons
[16, 17].

We hypothesize that AD-related pathology is
associated with cognitive impairment and cognitive
decline over time in patients with cardiovascular dis-
eases along the heart brain-axis. We therefore aimed
to investigate whether blood-based biomarkers for
AD (including biomarkers for astrocyte activation
and neurodegeneration in general) are associated
with cognitive performance at baseline and cognitive
decline over time in patients with HF, COD, and VCI
and compare this to the results in healthy reference
participants.
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METHODS

Participants

We included participants from the Heart-Brain
study [5]. The Heart-Brain study is a prospec-
tive study in which patients were recruited from
the memory, neurology, and cardiology outpatient
clinics at four academic hospitals: Amsterdam Uni-
versity Medical Centers (Amsterdam UMC), location
VUmc, Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC),
University Medical Center Utrecht (UMCU), and
Maastricht University Medical Center + (MUMC+).
The main inclusion criteria were: 1) age 50 years
or older, 2) able to undergo cognitive testing and
MRI, 3) independence in daily life, 4) diagnosis
of HF, COD, or VCI (only for patient groups)
[18]. The main exclusion criteria were: 1) diagno-
sis of a neurodegenerative disease other than VCI
or AD, 2) diagnosis of another neurologic or psy-
chiatric disorder, 3) diagnosis of atrial fibrillation at
the moment of inclusion. We enrolled patients with
HF, according to the European Cardiology Society
guidelines, irrespective of left ventricular ejection
fraction and coronary artery disease with a stable
clinical stable situation for at least 6 months before
enrollment [18]. For COD, we enrolled patients
with significant stenosis (>80%) or occlusion of the
internal carotid artery as assessed with MR angiog-
raphy. For VCI, we included patients with cognitive
complaints (Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR):≤1
and Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE):≥20),
in combination with moderate to severe vascular
brain injury or mild vascular brain injury and mul-
tiple vascular risk factors. Reference participants
were recruited through advertisements and among
spouses of patients, with no additional inclusion cri-
teria beyond the main criteria. A more elaborate
description of the inclusion criteria for each patient
group are specified in a previous publication of the
Heart-Brain Connection Consortium [5]. All patients
with HF, COD, VCI, and reference participants
from September 2014 to November 2018 (Heart-
Brain Connection data version 3, 01-01-2020), for
whom blood-based biomarker measurements were
available, were included in the current study. The
Heart-Brain study included a total of 566 participants.
We excluded 26 participants, because of missing
data for blood-based biomarkers (n = 24), missing
data for cognitive scores (n = 1), and outlying cogni-
tive scores with more than three standard deviations
from the mean (n = 1). This resulted in a sample of

540 participants, including 412 participants with car-
diovascular diseases (HF (n = 153), COD (n = 105),
VCI (n = 154)) and 128 reference participants
(n = 128).

The baseline visits for all participants included
assessment of: sociodemographic factors (age, sex,
educational level, and social situation), current med-
ication use, vascular risk factors (hypertension,
diabetes, hypercholesterolemia, and smoking) and
medical history (medical, neurological, cardiovas-
cular, and family history). It also included physical
examination (length, height, body mass index,
and blood pressure), neuropsychiatric question-
naires (MMSE, CDR, Geriatric Depression Scale-15
(GDS)), a screening laboratory test (creatinine) and
a brain MRI (CSVD score) [19–22]. Medical history
of previous transient ischemic attack, cerebrovascu-
lar accident, myocardial infarction, renal impairment,
and vascular risk factors were assessed by self-
reported medical history questionnaires. The MMSE
is a cognitive screening tool that assesses cognitive
functioning, with a total score between 0 and 30,
where lower scores indicate worse cognitive perfor-
mance. The CDR is an assessment instrument used to
quantify the severity of symptoms of dementia, rang-
ing from 0–3, where higher scores indicate worse
severity of dementia. The GDS is a screening tool
comprising 15 items that measures depressive symp-
toms, with a total score between 0 and 15, where
higher scores indicate greater severity of depressive
symptoms. Creatinine is a marker reflecting kidney
function, typically ranging from 45–100 �mol/L in
adult males and 45 to 80 �mol/L in adult females,
where elevated creatinine levels indicate a reduced
kidney function. The CSVD score, ranging from 0–4,
is determined by visual assessment by a neuroradi-
ologist on T1-weighted, fluid attenuation inversion
recovery, and susceptibility-weighted images. Each
point in the CSVD score indicates the presence of
one specific marker, including ≥ 1 lacunar infarct,
microbleeds, moderate to severe vascular spaces in
basal ganglia, and a Fazekas score of 3.

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and
patient consents

All participants provided written informed consent
before participation. This study obtained approval
from the Medical Ethics Review Committee of the
LUMC and conforms with the declaration of Helsinki
(version 2013).
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Cognitive functioning

Baseline assessment
Cognitive performance was assessed using a stan-

dardized neuropsychological test battery, covering
global cognition and four major cognitive domains.
For memory we used the Rey Auditory Verbal Learn-
ing Test (RAVLT) and Visual Association Test (VAT)
[23–25]. For language we used the animal ver-
bal fluency tests (VFT) and VAT naming [26]. For
attention-psychomotor speed we used the Trail Mak-
ing Test (TMT) – part A, the Letter-Digit Substitution
Test (LDST), the Stroop Color-Word Test (SCWT) –
Card I and II and the Forward Digit Span [27–30]. For
executive functioning we used the TMT – part B/part
A, Backward Digit Span and the SCWT interference
score [27, 29, 30]. Raw test scores from the neu-
ropsychological test were standardized into z-scores,
using reference participants as reference group, and
combined into cognitive domains. Global cognition
scores were constructed by calculating the mean z-
scores across all cognitive domains. A more elaborate
description of how the z-scores were constructed is
provided elsewhere [5].

Follow-up assessment
Participants underwent neuropsychological

assessment approximately two years after the base-
line assessment (mean follow-up time: 2.1 ± 0.34
years). Patients with VCI underwent an additional
neuropsychological investigation 1 year after the
baseline assessment. One hundred sixty-seven par-
ticipants did not undergo neuropsychological testing
at the 2-year follow-up due to several reasons: death
(n = 20), illness (n = 7), nursing home admission
(n = 8), lost to follow-up (n = 22), and other reasons
(n = 110).

Blood-based biomarkers

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) plasma
was collected by venipuncture. After centrifugation
at 1800 × g for 10 min at room temperature, the
plasma was stored at –80◦C in aliquots of 0.5 mL
in Sarsedt polypropylene tubes. Prior to use, sam-
ples were shortly thawed at room temperature and
centrifuged at 10,000 × g for 10 min, to prevent sam-
ple debris from interfering with the measurements.
Subsequently, plasma levels of A�42, A�40, GFAP,
and NfL were measured with the Simoa™ Neurol-
ogy 4-plex E Kit (Quanterix, Billerica, USA) and
plasma levels of pTau181 with the Simoa™ pTau181

V2 Kit (Quanterix), on the Simoa HDX analyzer
(Quanterix). Analyses were performed in duplicates
for both the Neurology 4-plex E kit and the pTau181
V2 kit. Analyses were performed according to manu-
facturer’s instructions with 1 : 4 automated on-board
sample dilution. The average intra-assay coefficient
of variation (CV) were 2.4% for A�1–40, 2.6% for
A�1–42, 5.1% for GFAP, 4.3% for NfL, and 7.4% for
pTau181. The average inter-assay CV were 6.5% for
A�1–40, 5.9% for A�1–42, 6.7% for GFAP and 5.7%
for NfL, measured using three quality control sam-
ples over 7 runs. For pTau181, the average inter-assay
CV was 7.8%, measured with of two quality control
samples over 6 runs.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS
version 26.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
USA) and RStudio version 2021.09.2 for MacOS
(RStudio, Inc., Boston, MA, USA). Before analy-
ses we log-transformed concentrations of three of
the blood-based biomarkers (pTau181, GFAP, and
NfL) to normalize the distributions. All blood-based
biomarker concentrations were then converted into
z-scores for comparability of effect sizes. Anal-
yses of variance (ANOVA) and Pearson χ2 tests
were used to compare demographic characteris-
tics between all groups. Analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was performed to compare plasma
concentrations of blood-based biomarkers between
groups, adjusted for age, sex, and hospital site.
We used linear mixed models (LMM) to estimate
baseline cognitive performance and longitudinal
change in cognition in the total group and strat-
ified by diagnostic group. The models included
follow-up time in years as predictor and compound
z scores for memory, attention/psychomotor speed,
language, executive functioning, and global cog-
nition as outcome measures in separate models.
Next, we analyzed associations between standardized
baseline blood-based biomarker concentrations and
cognitive performance and cognitive decline using
LMM. We included terms for biomarker, time and
biomarker * time interactions in separate models for
each biomarker and each cognitive domain. LMM
was performed for the total group of patients along the
heart-brain axis and reference participants separately.
In a secondary analysis we stratified our analysis by
diagnostic group, because the associations between
AD and cognition may differ between the different
diseases. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, hos-
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pital site and education. For these LMM analyses,
we used the false discovery rate (FDR) procedure
to correct for multiple testing for each cognitive
domains, q-values less than 0.05 after FDR correc-
tion (q < 0.05FDR) were considered significant [31].
In addition, we performed multiple sensitivity anal-
yses: 1) excluding 12 patients within the VCI group
who fulfilled the clinical criteria for AD dementia at
baseline; 2) including the adjustment for GDS as an
additional covariate; 3) including the adjustment for
CVSD score as an additional covariate.

For illustrative purposes we divided all blood-
based biomarkers into tertiles and performed
additional linear mixed models, using terms for
blood-based biomarker in tertiles, time and biomarker
in tertiles * time as predictor and cognitive perfor-
mance as outcome measure. Using intercepts and
slopes of these models we constructed graphs to
visualize the effects of blood-based biomarkers on
cognitive decline over time.

RESULTS

Demographic characteristics

Demographic characteristics of the 540 partici-
pants are summarized in Table 1. At baseline, patients
with HF, COD, and VCI scored lower on all cogni-
tive domains than reference participants (Table 1).
On average, cognitive performance did not change
over time across all groups, with the exception of
a decline in language in patients with VCI (� ± SE
–0.09 ± 0.04, p < 0.05), and a small improvement
in performance in the memory domain in patients
with HF (� ± SE 0.10 ± 0.04, p < 0.05) and reference
participants (� ± SE 0.11 ± 0.03, p < 0.001), and in
the domain of executive functioning in patients with
COD (� ± SE 0.08 ± 0.03, p < 0.05; Supplementary
Table 1).

Blood-based biomarker concentrations

Table 1 shows the blood-based biomarker concen-
trations by diagnostic group. GFAP and NfL were
higher in the total patient group than in the refer-
ence group. pTau181 was higher in the total patient
group than in reference participants, but this effect
became non-significant after adjusting for covariates.
A�42/40 ratio did not differ between the total patient
group and reference group. When we stratified the
patient groups, we found that GFAP concentrations
were higher in patients with VCI than in patients with

HF and reference participants. NfL concentrations
were higher in all patient groups compared to the ref-
erence group, but they did not differ between patient
groups.

Associations between blood-based biomarkers
and cognitive performance

We used LMMs to investigate associations
between blood-based biomarkers and cognitive per-
formance, with separate models for each blood-based
biomarker, and cognitive domain (Table 2, Figs. 1 and
2).

In the total patient group, A�42/40 ratio was not
associated with cognitive performance at baseline.
However, lower A�42/40 ratio was associated with
a steeper rate of decline in cognitive performance
in global cognition (� ± SE 0.04 ± 0.02; q < 0.05).
Higher pTau181 concentrations were associated
with worse baseline performance on global cogni-
tion (� ± SE –0.14 ± 0.04; q < 0.01) and memory
(� ± SE –0.31 ± 0.09; q < 0.001) and was associ-
ated with a steeper decline in global cognition
(� ± SE –0.07 ± 0.02; q < 0.001), memory (� ± SE
–0.09 ± 0.04; q < 0.05), attention and psychomotor
speed (� ± SE –0.05 ± 0.02; q < 0.05), and language
(� ± SE –0.10 ± 0.03; q < 0.001). Higher GFAP was
associated with worse baseline performance on
global cognition (� ± SE –0.22 ± 0.05; q < 0.001),
memory (� ± SE –0.43 ± 0.10; q < 0.001), attention
(� ± SE –0.14 ± 0.06; q < 0.01), language (� ± SE
–0.15 ± 0.05; q < 0.01), and executive functioning
(� ± SE –0.15 ± 0.05; q < 0.01). In addition, higher
GFAP was associated with a steeper decline in
global cognition (� ± SE –0.05 ± 0.01; q < 0.01).
Higher NfL concentrations were associated with
worse baseline performance on global cognition
(� ± SE –0.16 ± 0.04; q < 0.001), memory (� ± SE
–0.28 ± 0.09; q < 0.01), attention and psychomotor
speed (� ± SE –0.20 ± 0.06; q < 0.001), and execu-
tive functioning (� ± SE –0.10 ± 0.04; q < 0.05), but
was not associated with cognitive decline over time.
In the reference participants, we found no associa-
tions between blood-based biomarkers and cognitive
performance at baseline or cognitive decline in ref-
erence participants (Fig. 1). In sensitivity analyses
excluding 12 patients fulfilling the clinical criteria for
AD dementia, we observed a loss of significance in
associations between pTau181 and multiple cognitive
domains, as well as GFAP and attention at baseline
and global cognition over time, and NfL and mem-
ory and executive functioning at baseline in the total
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Table 1
Demographic characteristics

HF COD VCI Reference Total
n=153 n=105 n=154 participants n=540

n=128

Demographic and vascular risk factorsa

Age, mean (SD) 70.1 (9.7)‡§ 66.1 (8.0)† 68.8 (8.6)∗ 65.7 (7.5)¶◦ 67.9 (8.7)
Female, n (%) 50 (32.7)∗ 25 (23.8)◦§ 58 (37.7)‡ 60 (46.9)†# 193 (35.7)
MMSE, mean (SD) 28.5 (1.3)†# 27.8 (2.1)† 27.4 (2.7)¶§ 28.8 (1.2)#∧ 28.1 (2.0)
CDR, median (IQR) 0 (0–0) 0 (0–0.5) 0.5 (0–0.5) 0 (0–0) 0 (0.0–0.5)
GDS, mean (SD) 2.1 (2.5)◦§ 2.4 (2.4)§ 2.9 (2.7)†§ 0.9 (1.3)¶#∧ 2.1 (2.4)
Education, median (IQR) 5 (4–6)∗ 5 (4–6)∗ 5 (4–6) 6 (5–6)†‡ 5 (4–6)
Systolic BP, mean (SD) 134.7 (19.2)#◦∗ 152.3 (21.8)¶◦∗ 142.0 (22.0)†‡ 143.1 (19.2)†‡ 142.2 (21.3)
Diastolic BP, mean (SD) 76.2 (11.4)#◦§ 82.4 (12.2)¶ 80.9 (11.1)† 81.9 (10.2)¶ 80.1 (11.4)
BMI, mean (SD) 27.5 (4.6)∗ 27.7 (3.9)∗ 26.6 (4.5) 26.1 (3.8)†‡ 26.9 (4.3)
Creatinine in �mol/L, mean (SD) 102.1 (42.0)#∧§ 82.2 (32.1)¶ 86.7 (23.6)¶ 79.2 (29.4)¶ 88.4 (33.8)
Hypertension, n (%) 81 (53.3) 80 (76.2) 108 (70.1) 33 (25.8) 302 (56.0)
Hypercholesterolemia, n (%) 71 (47.0) 90 (85.7) 102 (67.1) 38 (29.7) 301 (56.2)
Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 27 (17.6) 31 (29.5) 17 (11.0) 3 (2.3) 78 (14.4)
Renal impairment, n (%) 42 (27.5) 10 (9.5) 20 (13.0) 5 (3.9) 77 (14.3)
CSVD, mean (SD) 0.84 (1.01)∧∗ 1.15 (0.87)◦§ 1.59 (1.29)¶‡§ 0.45 (0.64)†#∧ 1.01 (1.08)
CVA, n (%) 9 (5.9) 55 (52.4) 62 (40.3) 0 (0.0) 126 (23.3)
TIA, n (%) 16 (10.5) 77 (73.3) 36 (23.5) 6 (4.7) 135 (25.0)
Smoking, n (%) 22 (14.4) 30 (28.6) 28 (18.2) 9 (7.0) 89 (16.5)
Myocardial infarction, n (%) 81 (52.9) 15 (14.3) 18 (11.7) 4 (3.1) 118 (21.9)

Blood-based biomarkersb

A�42/40 ratio, mean (SD) 0.067 (0.014) 0.067 (0.013) 0.064 (0.012) 0.067 (0.015) 0.066 (0.013)
pTau181 in pg/mL, mean (SD) 2.0 (1.2) 1.7 (1.2) 2.1 (1.2) 1.7 (1.0) 1.9 (1.2)
GFAP in pg/mL, mean (SD) 113.9 (63.5)

◦
94.7 (44.5) 127.9 (74.9)†§ 91.3 (46.1)∧ 108.8 (61.9)

NfL in pg/mL, mean (SD) 25.1 (18.2)∗ 27.8 (37.3)∗ 26.8 (21.4)§ 16.5 (7.2)†‡∧ 24.1 (22.9)
Cognitive performancec (baseline z-score)

Global cognition, � (SE) –0.41 (0.05)§ –0.52 (0.06)§ –0.89 (0.10)§ 0.00 (0.05) –0.48 (0.04)§

Memory, � (SE) –0.48 (0.09)§ –0.57 (0.11)§ –1.44 (0.20)§ –0.01 (0.06) –0.67 (0.07)§

Attention/psychomotor speed, � (SE) –0.52 (0.07)§ –0.85 (0.10)§ –0.90 (0.11)§ 0.01 (0.07) –0.57 (0.05)§

Language, � (SE) –0.38 (0.06)§ –0.34 (0.05)§ –0.65 (0.09)§ 0.00 (0.06) –0.37 (0.04)§

Executive functioning, � (SE) –0.24 (0.06)§ –0.33 (0.07)§ –0.57 (0.08)§ 0.01 (0.06) –0.30 (0.04)§

BMI, body mass index; BP, blood pressure; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating; COD, carotid occlusive disease; CSVD, cerebral small vessel
disease; CVA, cerebrovascular accident; GDS, Geriatric Depression Scale; HF, heart failure; IQR, interquartile range; MMSE, Mini-Mental
State Examination; TIA, transient ischemic attack; VCI, vascular cognitive impairment. aDemographic differences between groups were
calculated with the analyses of variance (ANOVA) or Pearson χ2 test as appropriate. bRaw values of the plasma biomarkers are presented in the
table. However, pTau181, GFAP, and NfL were log-transformed prior to analyses. Differences in plasma concentrations between groups were
calculated using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), adjusted for age, sex, and hospital site. Post-hoc analyses were performed, when between
groups differences were significant in ANCOVA, to explore the differences between the included groups. Lower A�42/40 ratio indicate a
more abnormal level, whereas it is inversed for pTau181, GFAP, and NfL, in which higher concentrations indicated a more abnormal level.
cLinear mixed model included terms for time in separate models for each cognitive domain. The estimates (� ± SE) of the intercept (estimated
baseline z score) represent standardized baseline cognitive performance. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, hospital site, and education.
p-values represent a significant difference with reference participants. ∗p < 0.05 compared to reference participants; †p < 0.05 compared to
HF; ‡p < 0.05 compared to COD;

◦
p < 0.05 compared to VCI; §p < 0.001 compared to reference participants; ¶p < 0.001 compared to HF;

#p < 0.001 compared to COD; ∧p < 0.001 compared to VCI.

patient group (Supplementary Table 2). In sensitivity
analyses adjusting for GDS in the total patient group,
we observed a loss of significance in the associa-
tion between A�42/40 and global cognition over time,
GFAP with attention at baseline, and NfL with execu-
tive function at baseline (Supplementary Table 3). In
the sensitivity analysis of CVSD, we observed similar
trends, with the additional observation that the asso-
ciation of pTau181 with memory and attention over
time also lost significance (Supplementary Table 4).

Nonetheless, across the entirety of the repeated
sensitivity analyses, the majority of associations
maintained consistent effect sizes and retained sta-
tistical significance.

Next, we analyzed each of the diagnostic groups
separately (Table 2). In VCI, baseline associations
between GFAP and NfL and cognitive performance
largely remained similar to those in the total patient
group, some with a marginally higher effect size.
Associations between pTau181 and baseline cogni-
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Table 2
Effect of blood-based biomarkers on baseline cognitive performance and cognitive performance over time

Patient groups HF COD VCI Reference participants
Baseline z
score � (SE)

Change over
time � (SE)

Baseline z
score � (SE)

Change over
time � (SE)

Baseline z
score � (SE)

Change over
time � (SE)

Baseline z
score � (SE)

Change over
time � (SE)

Baseline z
score � (SE)

Change over
time � (SE)

A�42/40 ratio
GC 0.09 (0.04) 0.04 (0.02)∗ 0.04 (0.04) –0.01 (0.02) 0.03 (0.06) 0.02 (0.02) –0.02 (0.10) 0.11 (0.03)∗∗ 0.05 (0.04) 0.00 (0.01)
Memory 0.14 (0.09) 0.07 (0.03) 0.12 (0.09) –0.03 (0.04) 0.05 (0.10) 0.02 (0.05) –0.25 (0.22) 0.22 (0.07)∗ 0.08 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02)
Attention 0.07 (0.05) 0.04 (0.02) 0.04 (0.06) 0.00 (0.02) 0.02 (0.10) 0.05 (0.04) –0.01 (0.12) 0.07 (0.04) 0.02 (0.06) 0.00 (0.01)
Language 0.10 (0.05) 0.05 (0.02) 0.04 (0.06) 0.01 (0.04) –0.02 (0.06) 0.01 (0.03) 0.10 (0.11) 0.10 (0.05) 0.12 (0.06) –0.03 (0.28)
EF 0.04 (0.04) 0.01 (0.02) –0.05 (0.06) –0.01 (0.03) 0.05 (0.07) –0.01 (0.04) 0.06 (0.09) 0.05 (0.04) 0.00 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02)

pTau181
GC –0.14 (0.04)∗ –0.07 (0.02)∗∗ –0.09 (0.05) –0.02 (0.02) –0.02 (0.06) 0.00 (0.02) –0.17 (0.09) –0.14 (0.03)∗∗ 0.02 (0.04) 0.00 (0.01)
Memory –0.31 (0.09)∗∗ –0.09 (0.04)∗ –0.31 (0.10)∗ 0.03 (0.05) –0.07 (0.11) 0.09 (0.05) –0.27 (0.19) –0.24 (0.06)∗∗ 0.03 (0.07) 0.01 (0.03)
Attention –0.10 (0.06) –0.05 (0.02)∗ –0.07 (0.07) 0.00 (0.03) 0.01 (0.11) –0.01 (0.05) –0.15 (0.11) –0.11 (0.04)∗ –0.03 (0.07) 0.01 (0.02)
Language –0.07 (0.05) –0.10 (0.03)∗∗ 0.06 (0.07) –0.05 (0.05) –0.02 (0.06) 0.02 (0.03) –0.14 (0.09) –0.16 (0.04)∗∗ 0.04 (0.08) –0.03 (0.03)
EF –0.08 (0.04) –0.04 (0.10) –0.04 (0.07) –0.04 (0.04) 0.00 (0.08) –0.11 (0.04)∗ –0.12 (0.08) –0.01 (0.04) 0.03 (0.06) 0.02 (0.02)

GFAP
GC –0.22 (0.05)∗∗ –0.05 (0.01)∗ –0.13 (0.05)∗ –0.01 (0.02) 0.00 (0.00) –0.01 (0.02) –0.27 (0.10)∗ –0.09 (0.03)∗ –0.01 (0.05) 0.00 (0.01)
Memory –0.43 (0.10)∗∗ –0.05 (0.03) –0.27 (0.11)∗ 0.01 (0.04) 0.02 (0.13) 0.00 (0.05) –0.53 (0.21)∗ –0.12 (0.06) –0.07 (0.08) 0.02 (0.03)
Attention –0.14 (0.06)∗ –0.04 (0.02) –0.07 (0.07) 0.00 (0.03) 0.04 (0.13) 0.01 (0.04) –0.17 (0.12) –0.11 (0.04)∗ –0.01 (0.08) –0.02 (0.02)
Language –0.15 (0.05)∗ –0.05 (0.02) –0.06 (0.07) –0.04 (0.04) –0.04 (0.07) –0.01 (0.03) –0.16 (0.10) –0.09 (0.04) –0.01 (0.09) –0.02 (0.03)
EF –0.15 (0.05)∗ –0.02 (0.02) –0.12 (0.07) –0.02 (0.03) –0.01 (0.09) –0.04 (0.04) –0.19 (0.09)∗ –0.01 (0.04) 0.03 (0.07) –0.01 (0.02)

NfL
GC –0.16 (0.04)∗∗ –0.03 (0.02) –0.08 (0.06) –0.02 (0.02) 0.03 (0.05) 0.01 (0.02) –0.32 (0.09)∗∗ –0.05 (0.03) 0.00 (0.07) 0.01 (0.02)
Memory –0.28 (0.09)∗ –0.05 (0.03) –0.14 (0.13) –0.05 (0.05) 0.03 (0.09) 0.00 (0.04) –0.54 (0.19)∗ –0.06 (0.06) 0.15 (0.10) 0.04 (0.04)
Attention –0.20 (0.06)∗∗ –0.03 (0.02) –0.18 (0.08) 0.00 (0.03) 0.01 (0.09) 0.03 (0.04) –0.33 (0.10)∗ –0.07 (0.04) –0.09 (0.10) –0.03 (0.02)
Language –0.07 (0.05) –0.04 (0.02) 0.10 (0.09) 0.01 (0.05) 0.05 (0.05) –0.01 (0.02) –0.19 (0.09)∗ –0.07 (0.04) 0.06 (0.12) 0.02 (0.05)
EF –0.10 (0.04)∗ 0.01 (0.02) –0.09 (0.08) 0.00 (0.04) 0.03 (0.06) 0.02 (0.03) –0.18 (0.08)∗ 0.02 (0.04) –0.10 (0.09) 0.00 (0.03)

EF, executive functioning; GC, global cognition. Linear mixed model included terms for biomarker, time, and biomarker * time interaction in separate models for each biomarker and each cognitive
domain. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, hospital site and education. The estimates (� (SE)) with the term for biomarker (baseline z score) represent the association between the blood-based
biomarker and baseline cognitive performance. Estimates with the term for biomarker * time interaction (change over time) represent the association between the blood-based biomarkers and
annual change in cognitive performance over time. For A�42/40 ratio positive estimates indicate that lower concentrations of this biomarker are associated with worse cognitive performance. In
contrast, for pTau181, GFAP and NFL, negative estimates indicate that higher concentrations of these biomarkers are associated with worse cognitive performance. The p-values are FDR-corrected
and represent a significant association between the blood-based biomarker and cognitive performance of the designated cognitive domain at baseline (baseline z score) or over time (change over
time). ∗qFDR < 0.05; ∗∗qFDR < 0.001.
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Fig. 1. Effect of blood-based biomarker in tertiles on cognitive performance in global cognition (z-score): Lines represent �s for blood-
based biomarkers in tertiles of the uncorrected model. A) The green line represents the high tertile of A�42/40 concentration, the orange line
represents the medium tertile of A�42/40 concentration, the red line represents the low tertile of A�42/40 concentration. B–D) The green
line represents the low tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL concentration, the orange line represents the medium tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL
concentration, the red line represents the high tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL concentration. ∗q < 0.05FDR for baseline; †q < 0.05FDR for change
over time.

tive performance in VCI remained largely similar in
terms of effect sizes, but these results were no longer
significant. As in the total group, lower A�42/40 ratio
and higher GFAP and pTau181 were associated with
cognitive decline over time in VCI (Table 2).

In HF, the baseline association between pTau181
and memory (� ± SE –0.31 ± 0.10; q < 0.01)
remained, as did the baseline associations between
GFAP and global cognition (� ± SE –0.13 ± 0.05;
q < 0.05) and memory (� ± SE –0.27 ± 0.11;
q < 0.05). NfL was not associated with baseline cog-
nitive performance in HF. None of the biomarkers
were associated with cognitive decline over time in
HF.

In COD, a novel association between pTau181 and
decline over time in executive functioning (� ± SE
–0.11 ± 0.04; q < 0.05) appeared. None of the asso-
ciations found in the total patient group remained in
COD.

Baseline associations between pTau181, GFAP,
and NfL remained most prominently present in
patients with VCI and HF (Table 2).

DISCUSSION

The main finding of this study is that plasma
biomarkers for AD and related pathophysiological

processes, such as astrocyte activation and axonal
loss, are associated with cognitive impairment and
cognitive decline over time in patients with cardio-
vascular diseases along the heart-brain axis, mostly
attributable to patients with VCI and to a lesser extent
in those with HF and COD.

In the whole cardiovascular patient group, higher
GFAP and NfL were observed compared to the ref-
erence group. However, A�42/40 ratio and pTau181
were not different between the two groups. This
implies that (co-morbid) AD pathology was limited
in our current sample of patients with HF, COD,
and VCI. Furthermore, more abnormal pTau181,
GFAP, and NfL were associated with baseline cogni-
tive impairment, and more abnormal A�42/40 ratio,
pTau181, and GFAP concentrations were linked to a
steeper decline in cognitive performance over time
in multiple cognitive domains. The four blood-based
biomarkers investigated in this study each reflect a
different underlying aspect of AD-related pathology.
A�42/40 ratio and pTau181 reflect the burden of A�
deposition and tau pathology [11, 13]. As such, these
markers, especially pTau181, may be viewed as most
specific for AD pathology. In contrast, NfL is a less
specific cross-disease biomarker of neurodegenera-
tion, that is found in high concentrations in various
neurological diseases [32, 33]. It is released due to
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Fig. 2. Effect of blood-based biomarker in tertiles on cognitive performance (z-scores) in patients with cardiovascular diseases along the
heart-brain axis: Lines represent �s for blood-based biomarkers in tertiles of the uncorrected model. A) The green line represents the high
tertile of A�42/40 concentration, the orange line represents the medium tertile of A�42/40 concentration, the red line represents the low tertile
of A�42/40 concentration. B–D) The green line represents the low tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL concentration, the orange line represents
the medium tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL concentration, the red line represents the high tertile of pTau181/GFAP/NfL concentration. The
range of the graph in the memory domain is extended from “2 to –2” to “2 to –3”. ∗q < 0.05FDR for baseline; †q < 0.05FDR for change over
time.

axonal damage and reflects the degeneration of large
myelinated axons [16, 17]. In addition, it has been
proposed as biomarker for neurodegeneration related
to CSVD burden [33, 34]. Notably, we found multiple
associations between pTau181 and the rate of cogni-
tive decline, while NfL was associated with baseline
cognitive performance, but not with cognitive decline
over time. These results might suggest that, while NfL
is not fully specific for CSVD, AD pathology con-

tributes to cognitive decline over time, while CSVD
contributes to stable cognitive impairment. GFAP is
a marker of astrocyte activation and has been con-
sidered as part of the neuroinflammatory response
against amyloid-� plaques [14, 15]. A growing body
of evidence suggests that plasma GFAP and amy-
loid burden are closely related [35, 36]. GFAP has
also been related to CSVD, but only among those
who were amyloid-positive, suggesting that astrocyte
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activation in CVSD may be specifically related to
AD-related pathology [37]. The association between
GFAP and cognitive decline over time suggests that
cognitive decline in patients with cardiovascular dis-
eases is not solely associated with amyloid and tau
burden, as represented by pTau181, but also with
neuro-inflammation.

When we stratified analysis by diagnostic group,
we found that the majority of the cross-sectional
and longitudinal associations between blood-based
biomarkers and cognitive performance in patients
with VCI were similar to those in the whole group
of cardiovascular patients. Our findings are in line
with prior evidence regarding the association between
biomarkers for AD, as measured using CSF biomark-
ers or PET imaging, and cognition in VCI. Multiple
studies suggested that A� binding (PET) and tau
binding/concentrations (PET/CSF) are associated
with cognitive decline over time in these patients
[38–41]. Evidence based on blood-based biomark-
ers in relation to cognitive performance and cognitive
decline in VCI is scarce. Two cross-sectional studies
showed an association between serum A�42 or NfL
and cognitive impairment in VCI [42, 43]. Our study
extends on these findings by showing in a longitudi-
nal design that plasma A�42/40 ratio, pTau181, and
GFAP are not only associated with concurrent cogni-
tive performance, but also with the rate of cognitive
decline over time.

In patients with HF, the relationship between
pTau181 and GFAP and baseline memory perfor-
mance remained, while associations with cognitive
decline over time lost significance. Our study may
have been underpowered for the detection of a
steeper rate of cognitive decline over time as patients
remained stable on average. Although prior evi-
dence is limited, one study conducted on patients
with HF suggested that serum GFAP was also cross-
sectionally associated with memory performance
[44]. In addition, they found an association between
serum GFAP and hippocampal atrophy. Thus, AD
pathophysiology and astrocyte activation may play
a role in cognitive impairment in patients with HF,
but further research is needed to fully explore this
association.

In patients with COD, none of the associa-
tions between blood-based biomarkers and cognitive
performance remained, while a novel modest asso-
ciation between pTau181 and executive functioning
appeared. Previous studies found that stenosis in the
carotid artery was not associated with increased A�
binding on PET scans, suggesting that COD is not

associated with an increased production or impaired
clearance of A� [45, 46]. Our results are in line with
the notion that AD may not play a major role in
cognitive decline in COD.

The mechanisms underpinning the relationship
between AD and diseases along the heart-brain
axis are not yet fully understood. There are sev-
eral possible mechanisms by which these diseases
may interact with AD. First, AD and cardiovascu-
lar diseases share multiple risk factors, including
hypercholesterolemia, APOE status, diabetes melli-
tus, and obesity. Studies in animal models have shown
that hypercholesteremia can increase the production
of A� [47]. The APOE gene, which is involved
in cholesterol metabolism, has also been linked to
both cardiovascular diseases and AD, although the
exact mechanism by which it affects these condi-
tions is unclear [48]. Secondly, AD may be caused or
exacerbated by the activation of the neurohormonal
system, systemic inflammation, and microvascular
dysfunction in the brain, all of which are com-
mon in cardiovascular diseases [49]. Thirdly, cerebral
hypoperfusion caused by hemodynamic dysfunction
in these diseases, may promote AD through multi-
ple mechanisms, including the induction of oxidative
stress, impaired clearance of A�, tau hyperphospho-
rylation, and neuroinflammation [50]. However, a
previous study based on the Heart-Brain cohort did
not find evidence for an association between cerebral
hypoperfusion and cognitive performance in patients
with disease along the heart-axis [7]. There are var-
ious factors that can influence the development and
progression of both AD and cardiovascular diseases
through different direct and indirect pathways that
may act together in a synergistic manner.

Our study also has some potential limitations. In
spite of this being one of the largest studies in its kind,
patient groups were relatively small with a fairly short
follow-up duration, which limited our ability to detect
cognitive decline over time, especially in sub-group
analyses. In addition, 30.9% of the participants were
loss to follow up, due to death, illnesses unrelated
to our study objectives, or nursing home admission.
Patients with the most cognitive decline may not have
been re-assessed, which could have caused underes-
timation of effect sizes.

Nonetheless, our study provides a comprehensive
overview of the association between blood-based
biomarkers for AD, astrocyte activation and neurode-
generation and cognitive performance in all major
cardiovascular diseases along the heart-brain axis.
Strengths of the current study are the inclusion of
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patients with various cardiovascular diseases along
the heart-brain axis and the extensive neuropsycho-
logical assessment, covering all cognitive domains
at baseline and follow-up. Our study highlights
the potential of utilizing blood-based biomarkers,
assessed through automated multiplex assays in
plasma, to evaluate multiple aspects of AD patho-
physiology and neurodegeneration in general. In the
future, this approach might offer clinicians in cardio-
vascular disease an accessible tool to identify patients
at risk for cognitive impairment or decline, facilitat-
ing cognitive evaluation or follow-up.

In summary, our results indicate that AD-
related pathology, including astrocyte activation
and neurodegeneration may contribute to cogni-
tive impairment and cognitive decline over time in
patients with cardiovascular diseases along the heart-
brain axis, especially in patients with VCI and less
pronounced in patients with HF and COD. Future
research could explore these associations further by
evaluating the interaction between AD-related, vas-
cular specific and CVSD biomarkers on cognitive
performance.
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